
2 English Exams (1A)
Quick Drills for

Grammar
Sally is greeting her classmates and teacher. Match the following 
sentences. Suggested time: 2 minutes

Sally is talking to her new friend, Tony. Fill in the blanks with the 
words in the box. Suggested time: 3 minutes

A

B

Time allowed: 10 minutes

Drill 1 Date:

Smart Tip B Remember to begin a sentence with a capital letter.  

e.g. Good morning, Miss Chan. (   ) a. I am fine, thank you.

1.  Hello, Candy. (   ) b. See you.

2. How are you? (   ) c. Hi, Sally.

3. Thank you, Mabel. (   ) d. Good morning, Sally.

4.  Goodbye, Eddie. (   ) e. You are welcome.

d

(3)  are you, Tony?

Hi, I am Sally. (1)  is 
your name? 

I am (4) , thank you.

I am six years old.

(2)  to meet you, 
Sally. My name is Tony. 

How (5)  are you?

See you later, Tony. Goodbye.

fine     nice     old     what     how     

Grammar: Greeting people
Usage: Completing a dialogue

Focus
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Smart Tip C Read the whole dialogue first before writing the answers.

Usage
Sally meets Tony and his brother on the street. Complete their 
dialogues with the words in the box. Suggested time: 5 minutes

What is your name  You are welcome  Good afternoon
Nice to meet you  I am fine  How old are you

C

Good afternoon, Tony.

This is my little brother.Who is this?

My name is Tim.

Nice to meet you too, Sally.

Do you want some sweets? Yes, please. I like sweets. Thank 
you.

We need to go now. See you, 
Sally. 

4.  
, Tim.

3.  

   ?

1. , Sally. 

How are you? 2. , 
thank you. 

5.  ? I am four years old.

6.  
 !
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Reading
Tony’s classmate is giving his self-introduction. Read his note carefully. 

Time allowed: 10 minutes

Date:

Smart Tip A1 You can find the answer at the beginning of the note.  

Drill 2

 Good morning, everyone. My name is Andy. I am six years 

old. My father is a teacher and my mother is a doctor. I have 

a brother, Tom. He is ten years old. I love them all a lot.

 I like animals. I have a dog. His name is Lucky. I like to play 

with him every Sunday. 

Reading: A self-introduction
Vocabulary: People at school

Focus

Answer the following questions. Suggested time: 4 minutes

 1. When does Andy speak in front of the class? Underline the 
correct answer.

  In the (morning / afternoon). 

 2. How old is Andy?

  He is .

 3. Who is Andy’s mother? Tick (✓) the correct picture.

A
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Smart Tip B4 A pet is an animal you keep at home. 

 4. What does Andy like to do on Sundays?

  He likes to  on Sundays.

Tick (✓) the two correct sentences.  Suggested time: 3 minutes   

1. There are four people in Andy’s family.

2. Tom is Andy’s little brother.

3. Andy does not like his family.

4. Lucky is Andy’s pet.

 

Vocabulary
Help Tony name the people at his school. Suggested time: 3 minutes

monitor  English teacher  classmate
class teacher  principal  prefect

QD_1A_D2_005 QD_1A_D2_006 QD_1A_D2_007

1. The 2. A 3. The 

QD_1A_D2_008

Pic of train

QD_1A_D2_009

Pic of doll

QD_1A_D2_010

Pic of robot

4. A 5. The 6. A 

B

C
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Time allowed: 10 minutes

Drill 3 Date:

Smart Tip A3 & B3 We use ‘Miss’ for women and ‘Mr’ for men. 

Grammar
Mabel is writing to her friend Kate. Underline the correct answers.
 Suggested time: 2 minutes

A

1.  Jimmy and Candy are in          
my class.

(      ) a. He is kind.

2.  Ann is in Class 1B. (      ) b. It is big and fat.

3.  Mr Chan is our Chinese  
teacher.

(      ) c. They are brother and sister.

4.  Andy and I are good 
friends.

(      ) d. She is not in my class.

5.  Jack has a dog. (      ) e. We go to school together.

Hi Kate,

  How are you? (1) (I / You) like my new school. (2) (He 

/ It) is big and new. Miss Chan is my class teacher. (3) (She 

/ He) is nice. Tony and I are in Class 1A. (4) (We / They) are 

classmates. (5) (I / He) sits next to me. How is your new 

school?

Best wishes,

Mabel

Mabel is telling her mother about the people at her school. Match the 
following sentences. Suggested time: 3 minutes  

B

3.

Grammar: Subject pronouns
Usage: Completing photo captions

Focus
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Smart Tip C5 Mabel is in the photo and she writes the words.

Usage
Mabel is writing about some photos. Fill in the blanks with the 
words in the box. Suggested time: 5 minutes

He  It  I  She  They  We

C

Tony and Sally are my 
classmates. (1)  are 
monitors.

Kate and I are good friends.  
(2)    play with dolls 
together.

This is Mrs Fung. (3)  is 
our principal.

Ken is my new friend.  
(4)   is a happy boy.

This is the tree in my school.  
(6)   is very tall.

Andy has a cat. (5)   
like to play with it.
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Reading
Eddie is reading a film poster. Read the poster carefully.

Time allowed: 10 minutes

Date:

Answer the following questions. Suggested time: 4 minutes

 1. What is the name of the film?

  

 2. What class are the students in?

  They are in .

 3. Who is Mr Monster? Underline the correct answer.

  He is a (teacher / student).

A

Smart Tip A3 Look at the place Mr Spider stands and what he is doing.  

Drill 4

Have fun watching Mr Monster and his students at 
Monster Primary School!

School of Monsters

Reading: A film poster
Vocabulary: Things in the classroom

Focus

Coming Soon
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1. windows 2. a door 3. chairs

4. a desk 5. a blackboard 6. a computer

Smart Tip A4 Find the answer at the bottom of the poster.

Vocabulary
Help Eddie write the names of the things in his classroom in the 
blanks. Suggested time: 3 minutes

C

chair    desk    computer    blackboard    windows    door

1. A 2. A 3.  

 

4. A 5. A 6. A 

 4. What is the name of the school?

  

What can you see in the film poster? Tick (✓) the correct answers. 
Suggested time: 3 minutes

B
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Sally is writing a note about what her family has. Fill in the blanks 
with ‘has’ or ‘have’. Suggested time: 3 minutes

B

Time allowed: 10 minutes

Drill 5 Date:

Smart Tip B  Look at the subject to decide whether to use ‘has’ or ‘have’.

Grammar
Sally is talking to Jimmy. Underline the correct answers.    
         Suggested time: 2 minutes

A

QD_1A_D5_001

How (1) (is / are) you, Jimmy? I (2) (am / are) happy. I have a 
gift from my dad. 

What (3) (are / is) it? It (4) (is / are) a footaball.

The park (6) (is / are) near. Let’s 
go!

Great! Tony and Mabel (5) (are 
/ is) in the park. Let’s play with 
them!

 1. I  a new doll.

 2. Tom  a basketball.

 3. We  many toys to play with.

 4. Mum  a red handbag.

 5. Dad  a blue tie.

 6. Grandma and Grandpa  a lot of books.

Grammar: • Is / am / are 
 • Has / have
Usage: Completing a dialogue

Focus
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Smart Tip C We use ‘am’, ‘is’ or ‘has’ after a singular subject and 
use ‘are’ or ‘have’ after a plural subject.

Usage
Sally meets her classmate Karen in the library. Complete their 
dailogue with ‘is’, ‘am’, ‘are’, ‘has’ or ‘have’. Suggested time: 5 minutes

C

Good morning, Karen. How  
e.g.  you today? 

They (5)  Ted and 
Mike. They (6)  twin 
brothers. They (7)   
short hair and small eyes.

are

It (3)  a photo of me 
and my cousins.

She (10)  Ted and 
Mike’s sister, Rose. They 
(11)  nice to me. I like 
them very much. 

I (1)  fine. Thanks. What 
(2)  it in your hand?

Who (4)  these boys?

Who (8)  this girl? She 
(9)  very long hair.

You (12)  lucky to have 
such good cousins.
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Reading (22 marks)
Jimmy has a new book. Read the book cover carefully.

Time allowed: 30 minutes

Integrated Test 1
• Revision on Drills 1 to 5
• Writing a self-introduction

Test content

Date:

Answer the following questions. Suggested time: 5 minutes

 1. What is the title of this book? (3 marks)

  

 2. Who is the writer of this book? (3 marks)

   is the writer of this book.

 3. How many books are there in the Water World series? (3 marks)

  There are  books.

 4. What is this book about? Tick (✓) the correct answer. (2 marks)

   A. The world  B. Sharks  C. Dan Wu

A

Water World 5

Sharks

Written by: Dan Wu    Illustrated by: Cathy Au
A series of 12 books from Athens Press
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Jimmy is reading the content page. Read the content page carefully.

Answer the following questions. Suggested time: 5 minutes

 1. How many chapters are there in this book? (3 marks)

  There are  chapters in this book.

 2. What can Jimmy read about on page 5? (3 marks)

  He can read about .

 3. What can Jimmy see on page 10? Tick (✓) the correct picture.
 (2 marks)

B

 4. Jimmy is reading a chapter about what sharks eat. What is the 
name of this chapter? (3 marks)

  The name of the chapter is .

Marks: /100

Chapter Contents Page

1 Sharks’ home 2

2 Sharks’ family 8

3 Sharks’ food 13

4 Sharks’ body 19

5 Save the sharks 24
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Vocabulary (24 marks)
Mabel’s sister is telling Mabel about the people at her school. Fill 
in the blanks with the correct words. Use one word in each blank. 
 (2 marks @) Suggested time: 2 minutes

 1. Mrs Kwan is our . She speaks to 
the whole school every morning.

 2. Mr Chan is our  . He takes us to 
the classroom every morning.

 3. Miss Siu is our  . She teaches us 
to read English words.

 4. Liza is my . She sits next to me in 
the classroom.

 5. Jack is our . He collects our 
homework for the teachers.

C

Help Mabel label the things she finds at her school. (2 marks @)  
  Suggested time: 2 minutes

D

1.  2. A 3. A 

4. A 5. A 6. A 

1

2

3

5
6

4
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Grammar and Usage (36 marks)
Tony is talking to a new friend in the Sports Club. Complete their 
dialogue with the correct letters. (2 marks @) Suggested time: 3 minutes

E

Alice is telling Tony about her family. Fill in the blanks with the 
correct subject pronouns. (2 marks @) Suggested time: 3 minutes

 1. My father likes sports.  likes to play basketball.

 2. My mother is a teacher.  teaches Chinese.

 3. I have two brothers.  are in Primary 4 and 6.

 4. My brothers and I are in the same school.  go to 
school together.

 5. I have a pet.  is a big fat cat.

F

Tony:  Hi, I am Tony. (1) ?

Alice: I am Alice.  (2) , Tony.

Tony:  How are you, Alice?

Alice: (3) , thank you. How old are you, Tony?

Tony:  (4) . And you?

Alice: I am seven years old. Do you want some chocolate?

Tony:  Yes, I like chocolate. (5) .

Alice: You are welcome. I need to go now. See you later.

Tony:  (6) .

A. Nice to meet you B. Goodbye  C. I am six years old

D. I am fine E. Thank you  F. What is your name
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Alice is telling Tony about her friends in the Sports Club. Fill in the blanks with 
‘is’, ‘am’, ‘are’, ‘has’ or ‘have’. (1 mark @) Suggested time: 4 minutes

 

G

This e.g.  Teddy. He (1)  
my classmate. He (2)  two 
sisters. They (3)  prefects. I 
like them a lot.

is

This (4)  John and Susan. 
I (5)  not their classmate. 
They (6)  in Primary 3. 

Tina and Mia (7)  twin 
sisters. They (8)  big eyes 
and long hair. They (9)  
many dolls.

This (10)  Mike. He 
(11)  tall and thin. He 
(12)  two cats. Their names 
(13)  Lily and Mimi. They 
(14)  long tails.
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Writing (20 marks)
Sally is reading her self-introduction to the whole class. Read her 
self-introduction.

H

 Good morning, classmates. My 
name is Sally. I am six years old. I 
am in Class 1A. I like reading and 
dancing. My English teacher is Miss 
Ma. She is kind. I like her very much. 

Ben needs to speak in front of the class too. Look at the picture and 
complete the self-introduction for Ben. Suggested time: 6 minutes

Name: Sally    Age: 6
Class: 1A
Hobbies: reading and   
 dancing
English teacher: Miss Ma

 Good morning, classmates. 
My name is . I am 

. I am in 
. I like 

. My class teacher is 
.  

 strong. I like him very 
much.  

Name: Ben    Age: 6
Class: 1C
Hobbies: playing computer  
 games
Class teacher: Mr Lam


